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Put data to work

The New Tier 1
Unifying Reliability and “Built for the cloud era”
6 9s
ActiveCluster
QoS and VVOLs
Cloud Integration
Efficiency
NVMe + NVMeoF

*ActiveCluster (Tabriz Holtz + Larry Touchette)
What do customers really want?
Disaster protection
Consistent performance
Transparent failover
Ease of management
Subscription to innovation
Not
Life to be difficult because they’re running synchronous replication
To pay for it

Multi-site Active/Active
Zero RPO
Zero RTO
Zero $
Zero Additional Hardware

Basic Architecture
Symmetric Active/Active
Pure’s pod management model - container where you can store your volumes
Passive Pure1 Cloud Mediator - prevent split brain

Pods
simple management model
only 1 new command introduced
serves as a container and a consistency group
keeps metadata with its data

4 steps to setup (photo)

Symmetric Active/active
I/Os perform symmetrically
- 1 round trip for writes
- reads serviced locally



Host ALUA preferences:
- Active/Optimised
- Active/Non-optimised

5ms RTT limit
TCP/IP between arrays (Ethernet)
independent dedupe on both sides

Passive Mediator
- no split brain … ever!
- Intelligence is in the arrays
- Mediator imply records failover
- No third site needed
- Arrays alert if can’t access mediator

There is a VM that can be used on-premises
Cloud mediator runs multiple instances with load balancer
On-premises mediator would have to be protected with HA or similar

What if I lose comms to the outside world? (both to outside and other array) - 
volumes will be taken offline
Mediator is per pod setting, so you can use both

Transparent Recovery
1. Snapshots sent asynchronously until arrays are nearly in sync
2. IOs forwarded synchronously along with final snap are merged into target
3. Arrays are fully in sync with no pause in IO for final sync

Goal is to allow different arrays to replicate with each other. At GA these will be 
qualified. Purity versions (1 minor version different e.g. 5.1 and 5.2)
Every customer gets it

[Larry demo]

Support for multiple connection types

*Pete Kirkpatrick, Chief Hardware Architect
FlashArray //X
100% NVMe Enterprise AFA

“This is just a flash array”

The data is the array, the hardware and software comes and goes over time

FlashArray//M Chassis - about 4 years ago

“DirectFlash Modules” replacing the SAS SSDs

SSDs emulate HDDs …
Flash Transition Layer needs Garbage Collection



- severely limits sustained throughout
- destroys latency distribution
- causes excess wear
- needs over provisioned capacity 
Legacy protocols and interfaces
- assumed high latency
- inherently serialised

DirectFlash
Purity has always been designed for Flash
- so get disk legacy out of the way
DirectFlash
- Start with NVMe: efficient, low latency, high throughput, high parallelism,
- Design an API providing knowledge of the Flash geometry
- Place data intelligently, and schedule operations with high precision
- No FTL is required, so GC is eliminated
- High sustained throughput and low, deterministic latency
- no over provisioning
- Extended flash endurance

18.3TB (module photo)

1PB of useable Flash in 3RU

DirectFlash Shelf is this week’s news
NVMe over Fabrics over RoCE (Ethernet) (RDMA over Converged Ethernet)

Tech demo - NVMe over Fabrics Client Interface

Starting with attaching 1 shelf

*Cody Hosterman
VVols
Virtual disk granularity on array - use array-based technology on a virtual disk basis
Automatic volume creation and configuration
Storage Policy Based Provisioning

Virtual Volumes - The Full Picture (photo)

VVols (photo)
- 

VVol Snapshots
VMware snapshot and array-snapshot is created automatically - no performance 
penalty

The Data Plane
Protocol Endpoints (photo)
- a mount-point for VVols
- presented in a traditional fashion via iSCSI or FC as LUN



- VVols are sub-LUNs to a PE. IO goes to the PE on the array, the array distributes.
- FlashArray automatically “binds” VVols to the appropriate PE

The Management Plane
How does vCenter manage the FlashArray?
Through a VASA provider

FlashArray VASA Provider
- VASA version 3 (includes replication)
- redundant service on both controllers
- automatically configured during Purity upgrade
- Active-active configuration
- Entirely stateless - no configuration is tied to /stored on the hardware of the 
controllers (no special VASA database on the array, it is part of the array 
configuration)

Policy Based Management
Create VMs and individual virtual disks (VVols) independently
Use customised capabilities advertised by VASA provider to configure volumes
- replication
- snapshot policy
- QoS
- Etc. 

Are VVols Special Volumes? 
On the FlashArray, not really. Just normal volumes with special metadata tags
So
You want to present a VVol to a physical server for instance? Just connect it as a 
standard LUN

[demo]


